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Autostreamer is a
program that allows
users to make
custom install discs
that contain both the
OS, in its original
state, and the
additional files that



are normally
downloaded by the
user when the
operating system is
initially installed.
Once the appropriate
files are detected
and selected by
Autostreamer, the
user can then burn



the disc. To use the
program, users must
first set up their
computer to run a
Windows XP or 2003
installation disc as
an administrator,
then download the
files they wish to add
to the disc. Once the



files are saved to the
hard drive, users can
then browse to the
location of the discs
they wish to create,
then select the files
they wish to add to
their discs. Once
these files have been
selected and



detected by the
application, users
can simply burn their
discs. Autostreamer
can be downloaded
as a small executable
(.exe) file, or it can
be downloaded in a
compressed.zip file.
The ZIP file contains



a small.exe file and
an autostreamer.reg
file that the user
must install in order
to make use of the
program. To begin
using the program,
users must run
Autostreamer, which
will then load a small



icon and window,
allowing the user to
browse to the
desired installation
disc. Once the disc is
selected, the
program will then
display the file name
of the disc the user
wishes to burn. If



there are no files in
the disc, the
program will display
an "Unable to locate
CD" message. In the
next step, the user
must then select the
files that they wish
to include in their
disc. If a disc has no



files on it,
Autostreamer will
display an "Invalid
Disc" message, and
will not be able to
burn any disc. If the
user chooses to
"Browse" when this
message appears,
the program will



display the files on
the disc currently
being used, with the
file sizes listed in a
small box on the left
side of the window.
If the user selects
"New Disc" instead,
Autostreamer will
add all of the files on



the disc to the
window on the left.
The user can then
select the files he
wishes to add, and
the program will
then add the files to
the selected disc.
The size of the files
are displayed in a



small box on the
right side of the
window, and the user
can add any files
they wish by simply
clicking on the ones
they wish to include.
The program will
then display the
summary of the files



to
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KEYMACRO is a
utility for Apple
Macintosh that
allows you to enter
and edit custom



scripts. This utility
allows you to easily
open popular file
formats, including
PDF, jpg, png, gif,
tif, epw, ppt, acr, and
more. The
application also
allows you to import
files into the folder,



as well as export the
files with a specified
path. KEYMACRO
Features: •
Automatically open
PDF files •
Automatically open
images (jpg, png, gif,
tif, epw, ppt, acr) •
Import files from a



given path • Save
files to a given path •
Automatically open
files of given type •
Import file from a
given path • Export
files with a specified
path • Export file
with a specified path
• Automatically open



files from given path
• Print files to a
given path •
Automatically open
files from a given
path • Print files
with a specified path
KEYMACRO provides
a full text search and
search in



compressed and
uncompressed files.
The search is case
insensitive. Searches
can be performed on
characters, words,
sentences, and the
entire file. Keywords
can be filtered to
reduce the scope of



the search.
Searching in
compressed files is
highly efficient, and
the encoding can be
customized.
Searches can be
saved for re-use, and
keywords can be
saved for use in



multiple searches.
Keywords and
searches can be
saved to the log file,
to be used in the
future. With
KeyMacro you can
search for a text file
in a file. KeyMacro
searches for a



specified string in
the entire file. The
string can be at the
beginning, in the
middle or at the end
of the file. KeyMacro
also searches for a
specified string in
the compressed file.
The result can be



saved for later use. If
you want to change
the default directory
for writing files, you
can edit the
KeyMacro settings in
the KeyMacro
Preferences window.
You can use
KeyMacro to edit the



definition of a single
or multiple keyword
lists, or to add your
own custom
keywords or to
delete existing ones.
If you want to modify
or delete existing
lists, just select a list
in the KeyMacro



window. KeyMacro's
Preferences window
also contains the
option to assign
shortcuts to the
different functions.
KeyMacro will notify
you if any of the
keywords are
replaced, so that you



can 2edc1e01e8
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The screen captures
below show the Add
Service Pack dialog,
the Add Directory
dialog, the Add File
dialog and the
Finished dialog. The
following image
shows an example of
a slipstreamed disc.



Screenshot
Description:
Autostreamer’s
Service Package
Detection includes
the following “Tags”,
or section of a
CD/DVD that
contains information
about the disc:



Physical Device: The
device that burned
this disc. (Typically a
CD or DVD, but can
also refer to a
removable media
drive). Model: The
model of the drive
that burned this disc.
Format: The format



of the disc, usually
either CD-R, CD-RW,
DVD-R, DVD-RW,
DVD+RW, etc.
Recovery: A recovery
option (if available)
Packsize: The size of
this disc (DVDs are
typically larger than
CDs). Media: The



media this disc is
made on. (i.e. CD,
DVD, etc.) Created:
The date this disc
was created. Time:
The time this disc
was burned. I tried
using Autostreamer.
I got so frustrated
with it that I actually



terminated the
process because it
was making errors
every time I
attempted to burn
the CD or DVD. I
tried both DVD and
CD and both times I
got errors. I tried
using both the



Windows 7 Ultimate
DVD and the
Windows 7 Ultimate
CD. And both times I
got errors when
trying to burn the
image. I tried
Autostreamer on
Windows 7 Ultimate
DVD. I downloaded



and installed it. After
I downloaded and
installed
Autostreamer, I
selected the media
and destination
directory I wanted to
burn to, then I
clicked burn. I got all
the way to the last



page of burn and it
got stuck. I tried to
cancel the process
but it would not
allow me to do so.
Then I closed it and
it did not seem to
have done anything.
I did not receive a
log file or some sort



of message on the
computer I was
using. I am sure the
disc I wanted to burn
was good because I
had burned other
disc earlier that
same day and they
worked. I can burn
the disc on other



computer that does
not have
Autostreamer
installed. I don't
know if
Autostreamer is
faulty or what
because I tried
Autostreamer before
and it worked fine.



This version I
downloaded is dated
2006. So I would
think this would not
be a very new
release. I'm not sure
if it is because I
downloaded it from a
website instead of
the Autostreamer



website. When I
attempted to burn
another disc I got the
same errors so I
went back to
Autostreamer and
used an older
version. As far as
DVD vs CD, it does
not matter to me. As



long as it works.
There are other
software applications
that burn media



System Requirements:

Emulation
Instructions: Want to
Contribute?
Interested in helping
me bring more of
these games to the
Virtual Arcade?
Whether it is making



a submission or
sending me your own
GameFAQs, I'd be
happy to have you
help! Add-Ons
Instructions: Want to
add any of these
Add-Ons to a game?
I'd be happy to have
you add them! Just



download the archive
and unzip it! Arts In
Action - "The Half-
Life Zero Game"
Steam: Steam
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